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INTRODUCTION

The rise of the Tea Party movement followed a period during which many academic students of constitutional law focused on “popular constitutionalism”: the involvement of public opinion and popular movements in influencing constitutional interpretation. Many of these scholars argue that popular constitutional movements have a beneficial impact on constitutional law, and some even contend that popular constitutionalism should supplant judicial review entirely. At the very least, the last generation of constitutional scholarship has established that public opinion influences and significantly constrains judicial interpretation of the Constitution.

Most of the previous scholarship on popular constitutionalism focuses on movements identified with the political left, such as the civil rights
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movement of the 1950s and 1960s, the feminist movement, and the gay rights movement. Although the Tea Party movement is primarily composed of conservatives and libertarians, it has much in common with previous popular constitutional movements.

Part I of this Essay describes some of these similarities, focusing on the ways in which popular constitutional movements have arisen in response to social or economic crises, or major policy initiatives instituted by their opponents. Part II explains how the Tea Party movement shares key strengths and weaknesses of other popular movements. For example, public opinion on constitutional and policy issues is often influenced by widespread political ignorance and irrationality. There also tends to be a conflation of constitutional and policy preferences. The Tea Party is no exception to these trends. The evidence suggests, however, that Tea Party supporters are no more likely to be ignorant than public opinion generally, or their opponents on the political left. The proposals for constitutional reform advocated by the Tea Party have notable shortcomings. But they cannot be simply dismissed as ridiculous or irrational products of ignorance. Despite their flaws, the Tea Party movement and its predecessors serve a useful role as a check on the power of political elites.

Part III explains two possible advantages of one unusual feature of the Tea Party—the fact that it is the first popular constitutionalist movement in many years whose main focus is the need to limit federal power. The enormous size and scope of modern government undercuts meaningful democratic control over government policy because “rationally ignorant” voters cannot keep track of more than a small fraction of government activity. Strengthening democratic accountability is one of the main objectives of advocates of popular constitutionalism. The imposition of stricter limits on government power might make that goal easier to achieve. The Tea Party’s focus on limiting government also makes it less likely that we will see the emergence of a right-wing populist movement that is focused on intolerance and xenophobia, of the kind that often arose during previous economic downturns.

Ironically, the mostly right-wing Tea Partiers’ focus on limiting government could help advance two key objectives of mostly left-wing defenders of popular constitutionalism: strengthening democratic accountability and limiting popular hostility towards minorities and foreigners.

6 See, e.g., Siegel, supra note 1.
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I. THE TEA PARTY AS A POPULAR CONSTITUTIONALIST MOVEMENT

Popular constitutional movements have been a common feature of American political history. The struggle over the ratification of the Constitution, the political battle over slavery and its expansion into newly-acquired western territories, the New Deal and the Great Depression, and the struggle for civil rights in the 1950s and 1960s all generated popular movements agitating for their preferred constitutional visions.

There are some obvious commonalities between these movements and the Tea Party. First, and most important, all of the movements listed above argued that major elements of their agenda were not only prudent and just, but mandated by the Constitution. While arguing that that federal power should be rolled back for policy reasons, Tea Party activists also contend that the federal government has exceeded constitutional limits on its power.  

Second, each of these movements has arisen in response to a political or economic crisis. Strikingly similar to the above-noted response to the Great Depression, the Tea Party movement has emerged in the wake of the financial crisis of 2008 and the resulting deep recession. Serious crises are more likely to focus attention on fundamental constitutional principles and lead activists to claim that things have gone wrong because those principles have been violated.

Third, popular constitutional movements often arise in response to major policy changes initiated by their political antagonists. Thus, anti-Federalists mobilized in opposition to the Federalist effort to ratify the Constitution, abolitionists and the Free Soil movement arose in opposition to efforts to expand slavery into newly-acquired territories, and constitutional criticism of the Roosevelt Administration arose in response to the New
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Deal. The Tea Party emerged in large part as a response by conservatives and libertarians to the Obama Administration’s various initiatives to expand federal spending and regulation, especially the 2009 Stimulus Bill and the 2010 Health Care Bill. Many of the Tea Party activists and leaders were also angry, however, about the growth of government that had begun under President George W. Bush, especially the TARP Bank Bailout Bill enacted in September 2008. Thus, the Tea Party has ideological origins that go beyond partisan opposition to President Obama and the Democrats. Previous popular constitutionalist movements, of course, also often had ideological roots that went beyond immediate reactions to their opponents’ agendas.

The Tea Party’s claims that their adversaries’ policies are counter to the Constitution and American values are also far from unprecedented. Both the critics and the defenders of slavery claimed that their opponents were violating the Constitution and going against the principles of the Declaration of Independence and the American political tradition. Critics and defenders of New Deal constitutionalism made similar claims. More recently, defenders of the civil rights movement sought to associate their
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goals with fundamental American principles and their opponents’ goals with opposition to those principles, denouncing segregation as “un-American.” 18 Given the quasi-sacred status of the Constitution in American political culture, 19 any suggestion that opponents’ major policies violate it to some extent brands them as enemies of the nation’s fundamental values.

In many ways the Tea Party movement closely parallels previous episodes of popular constitutionalism. It is far from clear, however, that it will be as effective as some of its more successful predecessors. So far, it has not managed to create a broad political consensus behind its goals of the sort that eventually enabled the civil rights movement to succeed. It is too early to say whether the Tea Party will have any major lasting impact.

II. A CONSTITUTIONAL POLITICS OF IGNORANCE AND POPULISM

Because the Tea Party is a historically typical instance of popular constitutionalism, it exemplifies some of the standard strengths and weaknesses of such movements. Perhaps the most significant of the flaws is political ignorance. Adherents of popular movements are usually not experts on constitutional law or public policy, and often lack extensive knowledge about these subjects. This ignorance can lead public opinion to endorse severely flawed and even dangerous ideas. On the other hand, the Tea Party also exemplifies a major potential benefit of popular movements: their ability to serve as a check on the power of political elites.

A. The Tea Party and Political Ignorance

1. Are Tea Party Supporters Unusually Ignorant about Politics?

For decades, public opinion researchers have found widespread political ignorance in the American electorate. 20 Majorities are often ignorant of very basic facts about politics and public policy. 21 Recent surveys, for example, show that only forty-six percent of adults know that the Republicans won the House of Representatives but not the Senate in the November 2010
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election. Ignorance about basic aspects of the Constitution is also extensive. For example, fifty-eight percent of Americans cannot name the three branches of the federal government and only twenty-eight percent can name two or more of the five rights guaranteed by the First Amendment.

Widespread political ignorance clearly exists among Tea Party supporters as well. For example, some thirty percent of self-identified Tea Party supporters believe the “birther” claim that President Barack Obama was not born in the United States, a much higher figure than among all adults (twenty percent).

At the same time, belief in comparably dubious political myths is common on the other side of the political spectrum. A 2007 poll found that some thirty-five percent of self-identified Democrats believed that President George W. Bush knew about the 9/11 terrorist attacks in advance, and twenty-six percent were not sure if he did. Only twenty-two percent of the public as a whole endorsed the view that Bush had advance knowledge of the attacks. Additionally, a 2009 study found that thirty-two percent of Democrats believed that “the Jews” deserve “a moderate amount” or “a great deal” of blame for the financial crisis of 2008, compared to eighteen percent of Republicans who endorsed the same sentiments.

As these statistics show, political ignorance is common on both sides of the political spectrum, and both sides are prone to embrace misinformation that confirms their preexisting views. The ubiquity of political ignorance is in part due to the fact that devoting little or no effort to acquiring political information is actually rational behavior for most voters. Because
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the chance of any one vote influencing the outcome of an election is infinitesimally small, there is little or no incentive to become knowledgeable about politics if the only reason for doing so is to become a “better” voter.\(^\text{30}\) The rationality of widespread political ignorance helps explain why it has persisted for decades despite impressive increases in education levels and in the availability of information through various types of media.\(^\text{31}\) Although the cost of acquiring information has declined, thanks to modern technology, it is still high enough to make it rational for most citizens to remain ignorant about most issues; the key constraint on political knowledge is not the availability of information, but voters’ willingness to spend time and energy learning and understanding it.\(^\text{32}\)

On balance, there is no evidence suggesting that Tea Party supporters are more ignorant than either the electorate as a whole or their political opponents on the left. It is even possible that Tea Party supporters have slightly higher levels of political knowledge than the general public. Tea Partiers have higher income levels and are more ideologically extreme than the population as a whole.\(^\text{33}\) They may also have slightly higher education levels.\(^\text{34}\) Education, income, and relative ideological extremism are all associated with higher levels of political knowledge.\(^\text{35}\)

2. **Tea Party-Backed Proposals for Constitutional Change**

Another possible way to gauge the degree of political knowledge in the Tea Party movement is to consider the two constitutional reform proposals that have gained the most support in Tea Party circles: the Repeal Amendment and the effort to abolish the Seventeenth Amendment, thereby eliminating the requirement that senators be popularly elected. If these proposals
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turn out to be particularly foolish or obviously based on misinformation, that would be some indication that the Tea Party agenda is the product of greater-than-average levels of political ignorance.

Developed by Georgetown law professor Randy Barnett and endorsed by a variety of Tea Party leaders and Republican politicians,36 the Repeal Amendment would allow a vote of two-thirds of the states to repeal any federal statute or regulation.37 In my view, the Repeal Amendment would have only a very modest, albeit positive, impact if enacted.38 Given the great difficulty of assembling a two-thirds majority of states to oppose a measure popular enough to be approved by both houses of Congress and signed by the President, the Amendment is likely to be used only in very unusual cases where Congress greatly runs afoul of public opinion.39 For that reason, the amendment is unlikely to result in any substantial rollback of federal power. At the same time, however, it very modesty undercuts critics’ claims that it will somehow cause great harm or undermine the Constitution.40 And it would have the effect of making it marginally more difficult for Congress to pass laws that generate widespread public opposition. Whether or not the Repeal Amendment is a good idea, it is difficult to characterize it as the result of either ignorance or irrationality.

The same conclusion applies to efforts to repeal the Seventeenth Amendment, which mandates that senators be popularly elected rather than chosen by state legislatures,41 as under the original Constitution.42 The argument for repeal is based on the notion that senators chosen by state legislators are more likely to resist the expansion of federal power than popularly elected ones.43 In my view, such expectations are misplaced. Most states already chose senators by popular election even before the Seventeenth Amendment was enacted, and senators chosen by state legislatures will often have incentives to support the expansion of federal power

37 See Barnett & Howell, supra note 36.
39 See id.
41 U.S. CONST. amend. XVII (link).
42 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 3, cl. 1, superseded by U.S. CONST. amend. XVII (link).
just as much as popularly elected ones.\(^{44}\) The combination of these two factors makes it unlikely that repeal of the Seventeenth Amendment would lead to any meaningful new limits on federal power.

Be that as it may, it would be wrong to dismiss proposals to repeal the Seventeenth Amendment as ridiculous or irrational. It is difficult to definitively rule out the possibility that repeal would reinvigorate the Senate as a constraint on federal power. My colleague Todd Zywicki, a leading Seventeenth Amendment scholar, is among those advocating its repeal.\(^{45}\)

If the Tea Party’s constitutional reform proposals deserve criticism, it is in large part because they are unlikely to have any major effect if enacted. And, like all proposed constitutional amendments, the odds against their ever being ratified are steep. Even so, they do not seem to be products of ignorance.

One can argue about whether the ideas embraced by the Tea Party movement are correct or not. But its agenda is not driven by voter ignorance among Tea Party supporters above and beyond that which exists throughout the electorate as a whole.

**B. Checking the Power of Political Elites**

Despite its weaknesses, which are typical of popular constitutionalist movements, the Tea Party does have at least one important virtue. It, like many of its predecessors, is a potentially useful check on the power of political elites—those members of government who make and interpret the laws. If the Constitution is the supreme law of the land and its interpretation is left solely up to political elites in the courts, Congress, and the Executive Branch, the practical result would be elite dominance of a political system unconstrained by public opinion. Given the incentive of elites to use political power for their own benefit at the expense of the public, this would be a dangerous state of affairs.

Even those skeptical that popular constitutionalism should displace judicial review\(^{46}\) can acknowledge that it can usefully play a more limited role in constitutional politics. Judges and other elites with specialized expertise in constitutional interpretation have valuable roles of their own. But their power should not be left unchecked by the public.

The need for popular constraints on elite discretion is particularly important with respect to constitutional issues relating to the scope of federal power—the main focus of Tea Party activists’ attention. Federal officials in Congress and the Executive Branch have little if any incentive to constrain the scope of their own authority, and much reason to expand it. This truth
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was dramatically illustrated during the first six years of the George W. Bush presidency, when the Republicans controlled both Congress and the White House. Although the Party claimed to stand for limited government, in reality it presided over massive expansions of federal spending and regulation.\textsuperscript{47} In constitutional litigation, the Bush Administration defended nearly unlimited federal power—not only with respect to executive power over war and foreign policy, but also in cases addressing Congress’s power to engage in domestic regulation.\textsuperscript{48} The Bush record suggests that many Republican Party elites are no more willing to accept constitutional restrictions on their authority than their Democratic counterparts, at least not when their party controls Congress and the White House.

Given the extreme reluctance of political elites in either party to accept constraints on their power, popular movements focused on limited government have a valuable role to play in enforcing such restrictions. Whether the Tea Party can succeed in constraining the use of federal power is far from clear. But at least it has focused attention on a crucial issue.

III. THE TEA PARTY AS A MOVEMENT FOR LIMITED GOVERNMENT

Despite its many similarities to previous popular constitutionalist movements, the Tea Party is unusual in one important respect: it is the first such movement in many years to focus its efforts primarily on limiting the power of the federal government. Obviously, other recent constitutional movements have sought to limit exercises of federal power that threaten particular constitutional rights, such as the Second Amendment right to bear arms or the right to be free of race and gender discrimination. But the Tea Party is unusual in focusing on \textit{structural} constraints on federal power that go beyond restrictions on the violation of specific individual rights. This focus has two important potential benefits different from those created by most other popular constitutionalist movements: it could strengthen democratic accountability and preclude the rise of a right-wing populist movement that is more focused on intolerance and xenophobia.


\textsuperscript{48} \textit{See}, e.g., Gonzales v. Raich, 545 U.S. 1, 15–33 (2005) (endorsing the administration’s position that Congress has virtually unlimited authority to regulate any activity) (link); \textit{see also} Ilya Somin, Gonzales v. Raich: \textit{Federalism as a Casualty of the War on Drugs}, 15 \textit{Cornell J.L. & Pub. Pol’y} 507 (2006) (discussing sweeping implications of Raich) (link). The administration advocated similarly broad interpretations of federal power in other cases. \textit{See}, e.g., Ilya Somin, \textit{A False Dawn for Federalism: Clear Statement Rules After Gonzales v. Raich}, 2005–2006 Cato Sup. Ct. Rev. 113, 12233 (2006) (discussing several examples of such broad interpretations) (link).
A. The Growth of Government and the Loss of Democratic Accountability

Limiting federal power could help strengthen democratic control and accountability over the use of government power. Even before the explosion of government spending and regulation that occurred in the wake of the financial crisis of 2008, government spending accounted for 36.8% of GDP in 2007 and 38.8% in 2008. By 2009, federal spending alone had risen to some twenty-five percent of GDP. In addition, the federal government now regulates nearly every aspect of our economy and society. From 2000 to 2010, federal regulatory spending rose over seventy-five percent in real terms.

State government spending and regulation have also risen, albeit to much smaller levels. But state and local governments are to some extent held accountable through “foot voting” as well as ballot box voting. Citizens who dislike the policies of the state or locality where they live can often “vote with their feet” and move elsewhere. For example, millions of African-Americans moved from the South to the North in the early twentieth century in order to live under less racially intolerant state governments. More recently, there has been extensive migration towards states with economic policies that promote greater growth and lower taxes. Relative to ballot box voters, foot voters have stronger incentives to acquire relevant political knowledge, since their decisions on where to live are decisive. An individual can decide to move without needing the agreement of an electoral majority. In this way, foot voting decisions differ profoundly from individual ballots cast in an election, each of which has only a mi-

49 See, e.g., Kramer, supra note 1 (arguing that government and interpretation of the Constitution should be controlled by the people); Tushnet, supra note 1 at 17794 (emphasizing need to transfer power over constitutional law “the people”).
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52 For a survey of the range and costs of federal regulation, see Clyde Wayne Crews, Jr., Ten Thousand Commandments: An Annual Snapshot of the Federal Regulatory State, COMPETITIVE ENTERPRISE INST., 2010 (link). A 2005 study by the Small Business Administration found that federal regulation imposes over $1 trillion in costs on businesses and consumers annually. See W. Mark Crain, The IMPACT OF REGULATORY COSTS ON SMALL FIRMS 4 (2005 ed. 2005) (link).
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niscule chance of influencing the outcome.\textsuperscript{56} Unfortunately, foot voting has little impact as a constraint on the federal government, since the costs of emigration are vastly higher than those of moving from one state or locality to another.

Given rational political ignorance, it is virtually impossible for voters to understand and keep track of more than a small fraction of today’s massive federal government. Even a much better informed electorate than we currently have would probably be unable to do it. As a result, there is little meaningful democratic control over much federal activity.\textsuperscript{57} Strengthening democratic accountability requires a reduction in the size, scope, and complexity of government, particularly at the federal level. We can recognize the importance of this problem for democratic accountability even if we are skeptical of the Tea Party’s particular proposals for solving it.

The scope of government power is an issue where the need for popular constraints on elite discretion is particularly great.\textsuperscript{58}

\textbf{B. Preventing the Growth of More Dangerous Forms of Populism}

Historically, severe economic downturns have stimulated the rise of intolerant and xenophobic populist movements, often increasing public hostility to foreigners and racial, ethnic, or religious minorities.\textsuperscript{59} It is easy and psychologically satisfying for rationally ignorant voters to blame their economic troubles on foreigners or disliked minority groups. The available data suggests that voters have a strong “anti-foreign bias” in their policy views even during normal times.\textsuperscript{60}

It would be naive to imagine that such beliefs are completely absent among Tea Party supporters. For example, support for the Tea Party is correlated with opposition to immigration.\textsuperscript{61} Some Tea Party activists have ad-

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{56} See Somin, \textit{supra} note 54, at 210–15 (discussing implications of this difference between foot voting and ballot box voting).
\textsuperscript{58} See \textit{supra} Part II.B (noting that this is a standard benefit of popular constitutionalism).
\textsuperscript{59} For a survey of the evidence, see \textit{Benjamin M. Friedman, The Moral Consequences of Economic Growth} (2005).
\textsuperscript{60} See \textit{Caplan, supra} note 30, at 36–39, 58–59, 70–71.
\end{flushleft}
vocated a greater focus on such issues. Nonetheless, Tea Party leaders have tried hard to keep the movement focused on limiting federal power and away from traditional social conservative issues such as opposition to gay rights, abortion, and immigration. Indeed, social conservatives have expressed fears that the Tea Party has become too libertarian as a result. The Tea Party “Contract From America,” perhaps the most widely publicized statement of the movement’s agenda, includes no social conservative proposals among its ten points, and does not even mention such issues as immigration, gay marriage, or abortion. The recent January 2011 inaugural meeting of the Senate’s Tea Party Caucus also avoided these issues in favor of focusing on cutting government spending. While social conservatism is by no means necessarily synonymous with intolerance or xenophobia, some social conservative positions do tap into such sentiments among voters, particularly opposition to immigration and gay rights.

Tea Party leaders have also tried hard to attract support from ethnic and religious minorities, and feature various minority speakers at their events. Even if some of this emphasis on diversity is a matter of political strategy rather than principle, it still reduces the likelihood that the movement will move in an intolerant or xenophobic direction.

Although the majority of Tea Party supporters are self-described conservatives, the focus of the movement has so far been primarily on what
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may be seen as libertarian concerns. An April 2010 New York Times/CBS News poll found that seventy-eight percent of self-described Tea Party supporters believed that “economic issues” are the more important issues facing the country, compared to only fourteen percent who said “social issues” are more important.

Moreover, survey data suggests that many Tea Party supporters are more socially tolerant than expected. An exit poll conducted by Politico at a major April 2010 Tea Party rally in Washington, D.C. found that fifty-one percent of those surveyed believe that “Government should not promote any particular set of values,” while forty-six percent endorsed the more socially conservative view that “Government should promote traditional family values in our society.”

It is, of course, possible that committed movement activists who show up at rallies are more tolerant than less active Tea Party supporters in the general population. But the former probably have disproportionate influence over the development of the movement’s agenda.

The New York Times/CBS News survey of Tea Party supporters found that forty percent believe that Supreme Court’s decision protecting abortion rights in Roe v. Wade was a “good thing” and fifty-seven percent support either marriage rights (sixteen percent) or civil unions (forty-one percent) for “gay couples.”

To the extent that the Tea Party movement succeeds in focusing right-wing populist energy on limiting the power of government, it makes it less likely that the current economic crisis will lead to the rise of a much more dangerous right-wing populist agenda. Even opponents of the Tea Party’s limited government agenda should welcome this aspect of its activism.

Of course, the Tea Party movement could still veer off in directions different from its current focus. Even if it does not, it might be supplanted by other right-wing populist groups that are much more intolerant or xenophobic. So far, however, it seems to have channeled populist energies in a more healthy direction than many of the available alternatives. Given the virtual inevitability that a right-wing populist movement of some kind would emerge during the current recession, this should be considered a positive development even by people on the left who otherwise dislike the Tea Party agenda.
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69 See supra note 64 and accompanying text.
CONCLUSION

The Tea Party is in many ways a typical popular constitutionalist movement. As such, it exemplifies some of the standard strengths and weaknesses of such movements, including widespread political ignorance. At the same time, the evidence suggests that Tea Party supporters are no more ignorant than other voters, including those on the political left. Moreover, the Tea Party’s unusual focus on limiting federal power could potentially create some important benefits.

The ultimate impact of the Tea Party on American constitutionalism remains to be seen. The movement could fade away, be co-opted by the Republican Party leadership, or veer off in a more socially intolerant direction. For now, the evidence shows only that the Tea Party is very much in the same tradition as previous popular constitutionalist movements. And its focus on limiting federal power could have some major beneficial effects.